Image combination is a technique that fuses two or more medical images taken with different conditions or imaging devices into a single image contain complete information. In this study relied on mathematical, statistical and spatial techniques, to fuse MRI images that captured horizontal and vertical times (T1, T2), and applied a method of supervised classification based on the minimum distance before and after combination process, then examine the quality of the resulting image based on the statistical standards resulting from the analysis of edge analysis, showing the results to identify the best techniques adopted in combination process, determine the exact details in each class and between classes.
Introduction
The advances in technology, different information can be obtained from images of different medical sources to produce a new high quality image containing functional and anatomical information which can be described as improving the quality of information from a variety of images, give more convenient for the purpose of human visual perception and data processor. Therefore, the task of image combination is to make a lot of the outstanding features in the new image, such as regions and borders as well as can be used in many fields such as medical, microscopic image, remote sensing, robotic and etc. [1, 2] .
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Image combination can be categorized into three categories: pixel level, feature level and decision level where pixel level means combination at the lowest processing level referring to the combining of measured physical parameters, while Feature level combination requires first extraction of the features; those features can be determined by characteristics such as contrast, size, shape ,and texture, as for the decision level combination allows the information to be effectively combined at the highest level of abstraction. The choice of the convenient level depends on many factors such as data sources, application and available tools [3] .
Medical imaging systems play a vital role in human health care and it provides complete information about the human body for better treatment. Medical image classification can play an important method in diagnosing and teaching purposes in medicine [4] . Combination techniques have many applications and there is no strict creation for testing the quality of the resulting image. Many works provided in the field of medical image fusion between the published works, it has been selected the following as a selective, due to their proximity to the field of research work we have: Deron Rodrigues et al. (2014) [4] , presented image combination methods based on wavelet transform. Fusion of CT scanned images and MRI images using multi resolution wavelet transform with necessary preprocessing of it is proposed. [5] , used a multimodal image combination algorithm based on Dual tree discrete wavelet transform and particle swarm optimization (PSO) is proposed. Mr Ling N. et al. (2016) [6] , in this research used Fusion for Medical Images based on Shearlet Transform and Compressive Sensing Model. Yin [7] a new combination mechanism for multimodal medical images based on sparse representation and decision map is proposed to deal with these problems simultaneously. Three decision maps are designed to include structure information map (SIM) and energy information map (EIM) as well as structure and energy map (SEM) to make the results reserve more energy and edge information. Proposed approach also improves the quality of the fused results by enhancing the contrast and reserving more structure and energy information from the source images.
In this study, supervised classification method was used that based on the idea that a user can select sample pixels in an image that are representative of specific classes and then direct the image processing software to use these training sites as references for the classification of all other pixels in the image , and applied to the adopted images before and after the combination process to identify the best techniques based on the extract of the statistical standers of each class and between classes.
Combination Techniques
A medical combination technique is important for the purpose of enhancing information, thus simplifying the understanding of image data sets in the clinical diagnostic process. Therefore, in this study the process of fusion in the medical image was carried out using a mathematical technique is a collection of mathematical processes such as the combination, subtraction, division and standard deviation used to fuse the medical images bands and combine in several ways to get the best effect for these models give us a great bonding for bands such as Brovey transformation (BO) and Multiplicative method (MLT) [8, 9] . While spatial technique based on spatial frequency transforms that use high and low pass filters based on Fourier Transforms or wavelet transform. These techniques make on fused the different information between different medical images. Which includes is the High Frequency Intensity Modulation Technique (HIFM) [10, 11] .
As for the statistical techniques , which are performs by on statistical standards such as Statistical mean, standard deviation, variance and covariance of the local correlation used to solve the two main problems in image fusion chromatic deformation and the displacement dependency through fit of gray values for image being fused and to distortion of gray band to the fusion result to limit the chromatic deformation, also include to evaluation the gray value relationship between gray band for input image to remove problem displacement dependency (limit the effect of dataset different) and automation the fusion process, which include Local Mean Matching(LMM) and [12, 13] .
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Medical imaging technique used in radiology to form autopsy images and physiological processes of the body in both health and disease. MRI scanners use strong magnetic fields, radio waves, and field gradients generate images of the inside of the body. MRI is a safe technique which requires a magnetic field which is both strong and uniform [14, 15] .
A Contrast in MRI can be weighted to show different anatomical structures or diseases. All tissues return to balance after excitation through the independent processes of T1 (spin-lattice) and T2 (spin-spin) relaxation. To create a weighted T1 image, the magnetization is allowed to recover before measuring the MRI signal by changing the time of repetition (TR) as shown in Fig. This image weighting a useful to evaluate cerebral cortex, identification of fatty tissue, distinguishes the focal liver lesions and in general to obtain morphological information, as well as for post contrast imaging. To create a weighted T2 image, the magnetization is allowed to decay before measuring the MRI signal by changing the echo time (TE). This image weighting is useful for detecting edema, inflammation, detection white matter lesions and evaluate of anatomy of the prostate and uterus region [16, 17] . The MRI interests: noninvasive and painless, without ionizing radiation, high spatial resolution operator independent and etc. While the MRI risks: long scan and post processing time, a large amount of the probe may be needed, no real time information and etc. [18, 19, 20] 
Practical Part and Algorithms
The analytical study of the MRI-T1 and MRI-T2 images adopted before and after the combination process was to study the (statistical) measures based on the quality measures test that highly efficient, to purpose of identifying the best image after the fusion process and determining its preference for the images before the fusion process, and any adopted techniques are best, through the following algorithm:
The analytical study of the MRI-T1 and MRI-T2 images adopted before and after the combination process was to study the (statistical) measures based on the quality measures test that highly efficient, to purpose of identifying the best image after the fusion process and determining its preference for the images before the fusion process, and any adopted techniques are best, through the following algorithm: Algorithm: to study the quantitative statistical characteristics between the classified image and to study them also in edges region Input  Load classified image (cimg). Step II: open window (3×3) to calculate maximum and minimum intensity. wnd1=max (max (e-img (i-1: i+1, j-1: j+1))) wnd2=min (min (e-img (i-1: i+1, j-1: j+1))) 
Step III: to calculate the intensity contract for each edge point calculates using the following relationships: c1= (wnd1-wnd2) c2= (wnd1+wnd2) 
Find value points between classes (Z) Z= find (Q) MD= mode (Z) End algorithm 1.4 Results and Discussions
The results in this work included several parts:
Adopted Images
Include two types adopted medical image, Magnetic Resonance Imaging type (MRI-T1) has a size (169×204) pixels and bit depth (8bits), shown as in Figure-1(A) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI-T2) has a size (166×201) pixels and bit depth (8bits), as shown in Figure-1(B) [21, 22] . Figure 1 (A, B) -Adopted medical images [21, 22] .
Combination Process Results
The images resulting from the combined of the images of the medical as shown in Figure-2 
Classification Image Results
The Supervised classification method by minimum distances applied to images before and after the combination process by choosing different blocks of numbers (7 blocks) and the size of each block (3×3) depending on the most visible image, the results of the classification shown in Figure-3 . Then calculation of the contrast (cont.C) between the classes to distinguish the classes from each other, results shown in Table- From the results of the Table-1 noticed that each combination technique was able to distinguish the different classes in the image from each another according to method of fusion information for each technique, when calculating the statistical scale (Cont.c) between the classes noticed that the similar classes of spatial coordinates of each image (i, j) the statistical contrast shall be equal to zero [(cont.C) i=j=0], the value of which is different when spatial coordinates are different adopted in the combine of information. The results of the tables were observed efficiency of this measure in determining the sharpness of the common information between the different classes in the image.
Edge Analysis of Classified Images Results
The edge analysis applied on classified images before and after the fusion process based on important and efficient statistical measures to separate the very fine detail of each and between the classes in the image. Where is calculating the number of edge points (L(c)), the results shown in From results of the Figure-4 : noticed that (L(c)) for each class in the techniques (BO and HFIM) show details of (the first, fourth and seventh) classes more than the other classes (i.e., separated the fine details in those classes) while in the techniques (MLT and LMM) show details of (the first and third) classes more than the other classes (i.e., separated the fine details in those classes) , when calculating the statistical measures included the most frequent number (MD) between the classes noticed that the similar classes of spatial coordinates of each image (i, j) the statistical (From the results of the tables (1-2) noticed that each combine technique was able to separate the different classes in the image from each another according to method of fusion information for each technique(MD) shall be equal to zero
